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I INT RODUCTION

This report describes work carried on at SRI in the microfabrica-

tion of structures that are useful in the field of integrated optics

(10). 10 devices utilize solid-state methods to manipulate light signals

by using such components as sources, detectors , modulators, and couplers ,

all fabricated on suitable substrates to produce systems that are much

smaller than conventional optical systems . Because of the high frequency

of the entrained electromagnetic waves , these components have the advan-

tage of operating with very large bandwidths . Their small size makes 10

systems much less susceptible to temperature changes, mechanical vibra-

tions, and electromagnetic fluctuations than systems using conventional

optics. Significant advanteges of these systems for military application

include secure consnunication (freedom from signal leakage), elimination

of extraneous noise pickup due to grounding problems , and low suscep-

tibility of electromagnetic interference. The major objective of the

work described in this report was to fabricate devices which could be

used to test the principles of operation of a novel integrated optical

waveguide coupler designed at the Naval Research Laboratory .

The production of 10 structures requires advanced technology in

both lithographic (pattern-production) and thin-film techniques . In

particular, the requirements of the lithographic technology are stringent.

Waveguides and coupling structures with guiding dimensions of only a few

micrometers are required , and total device dimensions (e.g., coupler

lengths in 10 devices) of longer than I mm are necessary . Furthermore,

the edge acuities of the light-guiding components must be better than

1000 A, so that light is not scattered out of the guides to create

signal-to-noise ratio and crosstalk problems . Available lithographic

techniques for producing 10 structures of this type fall into three

categories, depending on the exposure means : light, x-ray , or electron.

Photolithography is the oldest of the techniques. Here, either the

desired pattern is optically projected onto a light-sensitive resist

material , or a mask is placed in direct contact with the photoresist-

coated sample to produce a one-to-one copy . The photoprojection tech-

nique allows the pattern of the master transmission mask to be much

1 
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larger than the final pattern , thus greatly simplifying mask production.

The optical projection system then demagnifies the pattern of the trans-

mission mask to produce a latent image in the photoresist . Because of

the basic diffraction limitation imposed by the wavelength of light and

— the projection optics, the resolution with present-day optical projection
1*systems is approximately 1 to 2 p.m. This resolution appears to be

insufficient for the production of good 1-pm-wide optical waveguide

structures.

Contact photolithography has recently made a significant advance

with the introduction of the flexible mask.2 This technique employs a

very thin glass mask which is placed in a vacuum frame above a photo-

resist-coated sample. When the frame has been evacuated , the flexible

mask is forced into intimate contact with the sample surface. With this

technique, resolutions of somewhat below a micron can be obtained . How-

ever , several problems arise in applying the technique to the microfabri-

cation of integrated optical structures. Unlike the optical projection

system, this technique requires the mask pattern to be the same size as

the final image, and so the mask needs to be fabricated with submicron

detail if the image is to contain submicron detail. Producing such a

mask requires other types of lithography with higher resolution , e.g.,

electron beam lithography. The flexible-mask contact exposure process

also suffers from a loss of edge definition because of diffraction in

resolution is the capability of resolving two distinct points- -separated

by the minimum distance . A lack of edge definition (caused by the dif-

fraction effects in a photoresist layer of finite thickness) can lead to

wavy edges on waveguides. This edge imperfection produces extra scat-

tering and increases loss from the waveguides. However , during the

course of the work reported here , NRL was able to obtain from a cotmiier-

cial supp lier (Qualitron) an optical mask with sufficient resolution to
test out the principles of their integrated optical waveguide coupler.

*
References are listed at the end of the report.
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X-ray lithography uses soft x-rays to expose a suitable x-ray-

sensitive resist material through a shadow mask.3 The wavelength of the
x-rays is typically 1,000 times shorter than that of visible light, and

thus the resolution and the edge definition of this technique are supe-

rior to those achieved by photolithography. However, as with contact

photolithography , the x-ray technique requires a mask with the same
resolution as the final image.

Electron beam lithogra phy can be classif ied into two categories:
scanning and projection. The scanning technique uses a fine focused

beam of electrons; the pattern is created in an electron-sensitive

resist by appropriately deflecting this beam with a set of magnetic

deflection coils. The effective wavelength of the electrons is below an

angstrom, and diffraction is no problem with this technique. The reso-

lution is generally limited by the thickness of the electron-sensitive

resist, and resolutions on the order of 0.1 pm have been demonstrated.

The equipment for scanning electron beam lithography is fairly complex

and costly. A fabrication facility needs a scanning electron microscope

(SF1~) that has been modif ied for lithographic applications, a computer
to produce the scan data, and an interfacing system to provide transfer

of information between the SEM and the computer.

Two types of projection systems are used in electron lithography.

In the electron image projection system (ELIPS) the pattern to be trans-

ferred is reproduced on a photocathode.’ When this cathode is illumi-

nated by strong ultraviolet radiation, photoelectrons are emitted in the
pattern, and a uniform magnetic field focuses these electrons onto the
substrate surface. Large areas of exposure , high resolution, and good

edge definition are possible with this technique. However, the electron

optics of the process provide unity magnification, and hence pattern

demagnification is not possible.

A second type of electron projection system is the analog of the

optical projection system described above. It uses a transmission mask

(a mask with cutout areas transparent to electrons) as an object, demag-

nifies this mask with an electron optical system, and projects the image

onto an electron-sensitive resist surface. This system has the advantage

3 
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of high resolution and good edge acuity because of the short wavelength

of the electrons. It provides a projection demagnification in the range

of 20 to 200x, so the transmission masks can be produced on a large scale

with standard photolithographic techniques and then be reduced to the

required scale with the projection system. In projection systems all

portions of the image are exposed simultaneously, whereas in scanning
systems the image is built up serially, one image point at a time. Con-

sequently, the exposure times of projection systems are substantially
less than the times for comparable patterns produced with scanning sys-

tems. Since an electron projection system uses a transmission mask as

an object, special design attention must be given to the pattern etched

into the mask, to ensure that all portions of the pattern are properly

supported . For the centers of designs that would not normally be sup-

ported (e.g., the center of the letter “0”), bridge supports that are

small enough so that they cannot be resolved in the image must be built

into the mask.

II THE SRI ELECTRON PROJECTION EXPOSURE SYSTEM (EPES)

The SRI EPES is an outgrowth of a one-dimensional projection system

(the slit-lens exposure system) developed under ARPA Contract DAHC15-72-

C-0265. The slit-lens exposure system uses a transmission mask in which

a pattern of holes is transformed into a pattern of straight lines by

using a one-dimensional aperture lens (slit). Lines produced with the

slit lens have high edge definition and widths as small as 0.34 pm, with - -

interline spacings of 0.68 pm . This particular exposure system has

proved useful in the fabrication of such structures as surface acoustic

wave transducers, Barker-coded devices , and integrated optical waveguide

masks.

The EPES uses a modified projection aperture lens to achieve two-

dimensional imaging, so that a faithful image of a transmission mask can 
- 

-

be projected onto a resist-coated substrate surface. Figure 1 shows the

basic components of SRI’s EPES. Electrons from a simple gun and con-

densing lens structure , here represented by a filament, illuminate a

4
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transmission mask. In this schematic diagram, a typical 3-dB integrated

optical coup ler illustrates a possible mask configuration. The trans-

mitted electrons converge on the objective lens and an aperture lens and

are focused onto the electron resist-coated substrate . Figure 2 depicts

the focusing action of a simple aperture lens. The lens here is merely

a round hole in a conducting plane. If the appropriate voltage is

applied between this conducting lens plane and the conducting surface of

the sample , the electrons will be brought to a focus at the sample sur-
face. A higher-resolution image can be obtained by using a second aper-

ture as a beam limiter in the field-free , object side of the lens. This

aper ture , with a diameter of 25 to 50% of the lens diameter , eliminates
the highly aberrated electron rays that would be produced near the rim

of the lens hole.

ELECTRON -

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~BEAM 

-

EQUIPOTENTIALS

CONDUCTING SUBSTRATE

TA-651 583-31 P

FIGURE 2 APERTURE LENS ACTION
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This projection aperture lens has a number of advantages. First ,

it is a very simple electrostatic lens. Other types of lenses require

an exact registration of a number of optical elements, but this lens

requires virtually no alignment to ob~~in high resolution. A second

feature of the aperture lens lies in its self-focusing property . First-

order theory shows that, if a focusing potential of 8~ (where ~ is the

energy of the electrons as they traverse the transmission mask) is applied

between the lens plane and the sample, highl y demagnified images will

always be in focus at the substrate plane, regardless of aperture-to-

substrate spacing--i.e., the EPES has a large depth of focus. This

feature makes the lens system exceptionally tolerant to substrate uneven-

ness, which often limits the resolution of other projection and contact

exposure systems . The demagnification of the EPES can be varied over a

wide range by merely changing the lens-to-substrate distances. Thus,

pattern production is greatly facilitated , since small magnification

changes can be effected by altering the lens-substrate spacing without

refocusing.

Aperture lenses possess still another interesting feature . The

ultimate resolution of an electron-optical lens system is mainly deter-

mined by the spherical aberration of the system. The point-source elec-

trons that pass near the periphery of the lens are strongly deflected to

cross the axis nearer the lens than the electrons that pass through the

center of the lens. This defect is called spherical aberration, and

the increase in spot size is given by:

6 = C 3’y
3
+ C

5~q
5
+. - -

where y is the semiangle of lens illumination , and C~ and C5 
are the

third- and fifth-order spherical aberration coefficients , respectively .

Ray tracing on the SRI computer has shown that the coefficients C
3 
and

C5 
have opposite signs for aperture lenses. Thus, when the angle y gets

large enough , the spherical aberration is partially cancelled out. This

enables such a lens to be used at wider apertures than is normally pos-

sible.

7
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The SRI EPES was constructed in a modular fashion , as shown in

Figure 3. The two main electron optical elements , i.e., the illumination

system and the projection aperture lens , are housed in opposite ends of

a fully demountable , self-aligning vacuum column and shield . Electrons

from the cathode at the bottom of the column are formed into a wide beam

by a grid electrode and an anode. This beam is directed through an

electron lens which acts as a condensing lens. The strength of the lens

is adjusted so that an image of the cathode is formed at the plane of the

aperture lens. This condition ensures that as large an area as possible

on the transmission mask is illuminated in the final image. The trans-

mission mask with the desired pattern is placed as close as possible to

the final electrode of the condensing lens.

Two sets of orthogonal electrostatic deflectors are used to adjust

the positions of the converging beam so that it is positioned or the

aperture of the projection lens. The projection lens assembly consists

of two components, the aperture lens proper and a beam limiting aperture

plate which serves to keep the beam confined to the high resolution cen-

tral region of the aperture lens. The final part of the system is the

sample holder. Magnification in the system is established by the spacing

between the aperture lens and the sample holder .

In more detail the EPES can be described as follows.

Gun: The gun shown in Figure 4 has a cathode of the Phillips

matrix type with a diameter of 0.3 inch. The system needs a large —

cathode to provide a uniform illumination pattern and compensate some-

what for the spherical aberration of the condensing lens . The cathode

is activated in the system by heating it to 1150°C for 5 minutes, the

temperature being measured directly from the emitting surface with a

radiation pyrometer. In normal operation the temperature is reduced to

1050°C. Since the entire system must be brought up to atmospheric pres-

sure between exposures, to enable the sample to be removed , the column

is backfilled with dry nitrogen before opening, to extend the life of

the cathode. Typical cathodes can withstand 40 to 50 cycles to atmo-

spheric pressure before their emission patterns grow so patchy that they

cannot provide the required uniformity.
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The grid electrode and anode are constructed of 316 stainless steel;

each has a central 0.5-inch-diameter hole; and the interelectrode spac-

ing is 0.5 inch. The anode is operated at ground potential , while the

grid is held near the cathode potential , -500 V. The best pattern

coverage seems to be obtained with the grid run slightly positive with

respect to the cathode (0 to +15 V).

Condenser Lens: The top of the gun shown in Figure 4 is the con-

densing lens structure. The structure is built in an erector-set fashion

on a set of three supporting rods. This configuration makes it easy to

modify the illumination system. Several lens configurations were assem-

bled and tested. Performance depends mainly on the spherical aberration

of the lens, which shows up as an unevenly illuminated image on the

sample surface. Since the transmission mask is positioned very close to

the condenser lens, portions of the pattern near the periphery are illu-

minated by electrons that are considerably off axis in the condenser

lens. The spherical aberration causes these marginal electron rays to

be focused closer to the lens than the paraxial rays, i.e., those through

the lens center. Thus, if the paraxial rays are focused on the projec-

tion lens, the overfocus of the marginal rays prevents them from con-

tributing to the image, and the spherical aberration establishes the

maximum pattern diameter that can be produced .

The best lens configuration that we have determined for the con-

denser is the einzel lens, a three-electrode lens in which the outer two

electrodes are run at ground potential and the inner electrode near

cathode potential, i.e., typically 50 to 100 V positive with respect to

the cathode. The lens plates for this configuration have a relatively

large bore (2.00-inch diameter), and the interelectrode spacing is

1.00 inch. An aperture in front of the lens limits the entering rays to

a bundle of about 1-inch diameter. The focal length of the lens is

approximately 7 inches. Third-order spherical aberration limits the

effective area of illumination to 0.4 inch at the transmission -~iask

plane.

11 
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Substantial improvements in illumination areas was found to be very

difficult to realize by further improvements in condenser lens design or

spherical aberration reductions . Since the aberration diameter at the

beam-limiting aperture plane is proportional to C d 3, where C is the

spherical aberration coeffic ient and d is the beam d iameter at the mask,

a decrease in C of almost 16 times must be achieved to effect an increase
5

of d from 0.4 inch to 1.0 inch. This problem was examined theoretically ,

and no lens configuration was found that would give such a large spherical

aberration reduction .

We used another approach to increase the effective area of illuxnina-

tion. If an alternating potential is applied to the center electrode of

the condensing lens, the focus of the lens is continuously altered so that

some of the marginal rays of the condenser lens can be brought to focus

through the projection lens. We built a focus control system for the

condenser that allows various ac waveforms to be superimposed on the dc

focus potential. Sine, triangle, square, and ramp waveforms were tested

for the best illumination characteristics. Sine waves proved to be the

most useful and we were able to extend the illumination area diameter

from 0.4 inch to 0.55 inch by app lying a sine wave of 15 V to the

center electrode (dc potential -450 V). However, this method is not

perfect because the marginal rays pass through the beam-limiting aperture

only periodically, whereas the paraxial rays are focused virtually con-

tinuously , resulting in a pattern with a bright central region; and we

were unable to overcome this problem.

Transmission Mask Positioner: With electron projection , each trans-

mission mask pattern is reduced to cover an area with side lengths of

about 0.65 nun, but to fashion entire 10 devices it is necessary to cover

a length of 2 nun or more . Since this cannot be accomplished in a single

exposure with out system, we built a transmission mask positioner into

the EPES. This positioner enables us to change patterns without breaking

vacuum; when it is used in conjunction with an accurately positionable

sample stage , we can register a number of patterns on the substrate and

thus form an extended pattern by sequential exposure .

12
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The mask positioner is shown in Figure 5. It has provisions for

eight independently alignable masks. Each mask is 0.75 inch square.

The positiorter was built to fit our 6-inch-diameter column as a modular

unit. However , to accommodate eight masks , the diameter of the unit was

increased to 14 inches. All the masks are mounted on a large rotary

stage that can be turned from outside the exposure system through a

— vacuum seal, and the alignment of the mask pattern is ensured by use of

a hardened tapered pin as an alignment dowell. This pin was hand-lapped

to give positional repeatability of better than 2 pm. The entire rotary

positioner can be easily removed from the projection system and placed

under a toolmaker ’s microscope where each mask can be aligned indepen-

dently to an accuracy of 0.0001 inch. After electron optical 20X reduc-

tion, the error is of the order of 1000 A and should be tolerable for
— 10 devices .

Deflectors: As can be seen in Figure 6 the beam-positioning deflec-

tors are simple electrostatic plates placed immediately after the mask

holder . Because of the small deflection angle , generally less than L
10 mrad , there is no need to optimize their design for low aberration .

Deflection voltages are applied differentially, and for alignment dc

voltages of about ±20 V are required for the 300-eV beam .

Projection Lens: The heart of the EPES is the aperture lens (Fig-

ure 7) that serves to demagnify the pattern on the transmission mask.

It is a simply constructed lens consisting of two plates, a beam-limiting

aperture plate , and a plate with a somewhat larger diameter hole that

functions as the lens proper.

We made theoretical study of aperture lenses to determine th” reso-

lution capabilities of various lens designs . Figure 8 summarizes the

results of this work. This figure depicts the normalized radius of the

circle of least confusion as a function of the normalized aperture radius;

i.e., it shows how resolution is limited by the third-order spherical
— aberration as the aperture of the lens is increased . Here, 6C~~ 

is the

radius of the disc of least confusion ; R is the radius of the projection

13 
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lens; a is the radius of the beam-limiting aperture ; Z~ is the lens-to-

sample spacing; and C
3 
is the third-order spherical aberration coeffi-

cient. It is interesting to note that the curves tend to follow the

shapes predicted for third-order spherical aberration up to a definite

point, after which higher orders (fifth, predominantly) take over , and

the curves actually have less total aberration than third-order theory

alone would predict. In fact, each curve reaches a plateau during which

there is no increase in the circle of least confusion until suddenly, at

nearly full aperture, the curves start to increase in an exponential

manner. The fact that the aperture lens possesses a negative fifth-order

spherical aberration coeffi’cient should make it a very useful imaging

lens since normally the higher-order coefficients add more aberration

rather than partially correct lower orders .

Our first projection lens consisted of a beam-limiting aperture

plate 0.003-inch thick with a 0.005-inch-diameter hole and a lens plate

0.005 inch thick with a 0.010-inch-diameter hole. Separation was 0.030

inch, and the holes were aligned on a mutual axis by adjustment under a

lOOX toolmaker ’s microscope. The lens-sample spacing was 0.360 inch.

The Zi/R ratio was 72.0; i.e., the second curve from the top of Fig-

ure 8. At a/R = 0.5, 6CLC /R ~ 4 X l0~~, or the resolution should be

about 500 A (2 6CLC~
In an e f fo r t  to partially overcome the effects of the spherical

aberration of the condenser lens, we experimented with several other lens

combinations. With a larger beam-limiting aperture , it would be expected

that more of the spherically aberrated marginal rays would be imaged on

the sample, and hence the effective area of illumination would be in-

creased. We used a larger-diameter projection lens (0.020-inch diameter)

and beam-limiting apertures of 0.010 inch diameter and 0.016 inch diam-

eter. Theoretical resolutions with a = 0.500 inch are 3000 A for

the 0.016-inch diameter aperture. Resolution tests made on PMM resist

showed a resolution of about 5000 A for both lenses. The measurements

show reasonable agreement with the theory. The first lens may not have

performed as well as predicted because of several factors. Astigmatism

is not taken into account in the calculations , and a small misalignment

18
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in the lens axes might have increases its contribution. The resist had
— 

a thickness of about 2000 A; within this thickness there will be some

resolution degradation because of extra scatter. A significant increase

in the area of uniform illumination occurred when the two lenses were

used. In the case of the 0.010-inch-diameter aperture this area increased

from 0.55-inch diameter (with ac on the central condenser lens electrode)

to 0.60 inch, and with the 0.016-inch-diameter aperture the area diameter

increased to 0.75 inch, but this was still insufficient to illuminate the

entire transmission mask with the necessary uniformity .

Sample Holder: The sample holder was designed for use in conjunc-

tion with the rotary mask holder to produce extended coupler patterns.

By rotating a new mask into the electron beam and precisely moving the

sample in one direction , a series of pattern images can be placed on the

sample, each aligned with the previous pattern to make an entire coupler.

The stage for the sample holder is shown in Figure 9. Basically, it is

a modified translation stage manufactured by Aerotech , Inc . (Allison

Park , PA). It was reworked and lubricated to function within a vacuum

system at pressures as low as 5 x 10~~ torr. It uses a crossed-roller

principle for lateral stability and has a precise linear motion virtually

free of backlash and extraneous sideways motion. Positional accuracies

of 1 millionth of an inch (250 A) are claimed to be possible with this

stage , and it will traverse distances of up to 2 inches. A laser-

controlled interferometric system is used to measure the position of the

stage. This system is manufactured by Holograph , Inc . (San Carlos, CA).

The stage (within the vacuum system) is connected directly to the inter-

ferometer via a rod that passes through an 0-ring seal in the vacuum

wall. The interferométric system incorporates a precision glass scale

ruled with a pattern of interfering light fringes. The position of this

glass scale is monitored by counting interference fringes as the scale

is moved. Air bearings are used to reduce the sliding friction. The

accuracy of the Holograph stage is about an eighth of a fringe of red

light (better than 1000 A).

19
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In addition to the sample holder , the stage incorporates a Faraday

cup for measuring the total beam current and a transparent phosphor

screen that can be viewed with a low-power microscope attached to the

top of the EPES . The microscope allows the general detail of the pattern

to be viewed for the initial setup . Phosphor resolution is sufficient

to enable the operator to produce the most uniformly illuminated image,

but it is not good enough to allow the proper focus to be determined .

Focus can be determined only by trial-and-error exposure of a number of

different samples.

The sample holder is mounted directly to the stage, but it is insu-

lated from it for a potential difference of 7000 V. The exposure time

is controlled by using the sample potential as an electronic shutter .

The beam is cut off from the sample when its voltage is made about 15 V

more negative than the cathode voltage (-500 V), and for exposure the

sample voltage is abruptly changed to about -8.3 times the cathode volt-

age (— +4150 V). This method of shuttering has the advantage that

between exposures the electron beam is shut off only in the very short

region between the projection lens and the sample (
~ 0.5 inch) and re-

mains stable in the rest of the column. This stability is important ,

because the energy of the beai~ before the final lens is only 500 eV and

is easily deflected by charge that can build up on interior surfaces.

Exposure times are typically of the order of 10 seconds but can be as

short as I second.

Tests were made on the resolution of the EPES by using a fine mesh

screen supported over a 0.055-inch-diameter hole as a transmission mask.

The intermesh spacing of the screen (50.8 pm) was demagnified by l9.2X

and projected onto a silicon wafer coated with PMMA . - A typical pattern

obtained after development is shown in Figure 10 where the distance be-

tween adjacent exposures is 2.6 pin. The resolution demonstrated by this

method is about 0.5 pm and should be adequate for 10 devices.
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F IGURE 10 RESOLUT ION OF A PROJECTION LEN S

III FABRICATION OF ELECTRON TRAN SMISSION MASKS

Fabrication of suitable electron transmission masks to form the

uniform incident electron beam into the desired spatial pattern are

essential for the successful production of the desired [0 coup ler pattern.

Several conditions must be met for useful electron projection masks.

Since the definition of the final coupler edge should be held to an

acuity of 500 A or better , a close tolerance (— 1 pm at 20X reduction)

is placed on the edge roughness permitted in the objec t mask pattern .

Furthermore , the transmission masks must be made with effective support

for the fine structure in the pattern . The pattern must withstand nor-

mal handling without developing defects ; it must be sturdy enough that

the pattern edges do not vibrate during exposure and destroy the edge

resolution, and it must withstand the heating effect of the impinging

electron beam.

We tried various methods of producing the high-resolution , struc-

turally stable electron transmission mask needed for the EPES . The basis

of these methods is the use of standard contact photolithography.
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Because of the electron projection reduction of 20x, the use of photo-

— 
- lithography is adequate to produce masks with the needed definition .

The selective etching properties of silicon and metal films are used in

the microfabrication process.

All the methods of making masks entail the use of silicon as a back-

ing layer for a thin film of metallic gold in which the high-resolution

pattern is etched . The silicon backing material is etched away prefer-

entially to a slightly larger size than the pattern in the gold . This

technique 1-eaves the gold overhanging the edge of the silicon slightly

to provide a high-definition pattern .

Basically , three techniques for the production of transmission masks
were developed during this contract. The first technique consists of

etching the silicon support with a nonselective plasma etch with SF
6 
gas.

A number of masks were made with the technique , but it was found very

difficult to control the silicon etch rate uniformly over the sample,

and frequently either the silicon support was removed completely or thin

remnants of incompletely etched silicon remained behind in the trans-

mission area. To increase the yield , a second technique using a sei~-

tive etch process was tried. This method uses the orientation-dependent

characteristics of silicon to certain aqueous etches, in particular to

a 447. KOH solution heated to 85°C.5 The selective etch enhances the

depth to which the pattern can be etched into the top silicon surfaces

without grossly undercutting the gold film as a nonselective etch would.

The deeper pattern makes it easier to etch the wafer from the back with-

out losing the silicon support. This technique was not entirely success-

ful, because certain portions of the coupler pattern did not align

exactly with the slow etching (ill) planes of the silicon, and ragged

edges resulted where the patterns tended to curve.

The third technique proved to be very successful , and substantially

increased the ease of mask fabrication . This method relies on the fact

that highly-doped silicon etches at a much slower rate than undoped

silicon with certain etches.5 Thus, if the silicon immediately adjacent
to the gold layer is heavily doped , e.g., with boron, then, when the

etch is applied to remove the silicon in the pattern areas, the etch will
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slow down when it comes to within about 1 pm of the gold layer, because
of the indiffused boron. This property makes it possible to obtain a

final uniform thickness of silicon under the gold film to add to its

mechanical support. Initial masks were produced with an aqueous silicon

etch composed of ethylene diamine-pyrocatecho l and water heated to 115°C

in a reflex condenser. The fragility of such thinly etched masks made

them d i f f i cu l t  to handle in the hot aqueous etchant, and the aqueous

technique was replaced by a gaseous etching technique using SF6. This

change of etchants increased the mask yield substantially , and subse-

quently all masks have been fabricated by SF
6 

etch methods exclusively.

In detail the transmission masks are produced with the following

sequence of steps.

1. A 2-inch-diameter wafer of [100] Si, 0.013 inch thick and

polished on one side is washed in metbanol, followed by ultra-

sonic agitation cleaning in isopropyl alcohol, rinsed in a

flowing isopropyl alcohol solution and blown dry with a clean

stream of warm, dry nitrogen.

2. A thin film of dopant solution is spun onto the clean wafer at

a speed of 4500 rpm. The dopant we used is Emulsitone’s

Type-B Borofilm (Emulsitone Company, 19 Leslie Court , Whippany ,

NJ). This procedure produces dopant concentrations in excess

of 2 x io19 
cm

3
.

3. The wafer is heated to 1150°C in a tube furnace for 1 hour in

an argon atmosphere.

4. The diffusion of boron into the top surface of the wafer is

completed with a 25.4-hour heating period at 1200°C. The

final depth of diffusion is about 12 pm.

5. As a by-product of the last step , a heavy oxide film is formed

on the wafer surface. This layer is removed in a solution of

HF and H2O (1:1) at room temperature.

6. The wafer is now diced into squares 0.75 inch on a side.
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7. The dice are ultrasonically cleaned in isopropyl alcohol to

remove the Si fragments created by the dicing operation and

j are then blown dry with warm nitrogen.

8. The surfaces are sputter cleaned in an RF sputter unit; a

deposit of SiO
2 
is then sputtered on, to a thickness of about

— isoo A.
• 

9. A thin layer of chromium (1000 A) ,  followed by a 1.2 pin of

gold , is next sputter deposited (approximately a 1-hour deposi-

tion at 300 V).

10. Shipley positive photoresist AZ-Ill is spun onto the gold to a

thickness of 6000 A (3500 rpm spinner speed) and then baked at

70°C for 20 minutes.

11. The pattern is exposed in a mask aligner with an ultraviolet

lamp. A typical exposure time is about 4 seconds.

12. Development is carried out in a 1:4 mixture of Shipley devel-

oper and H2O for 30 seconds. The surface is dried in a nitro-

gen stream.

13. Post-baking is done in two steps : a drying operation at 70°C

for 2 hours and a resist-hardening step at 170°C for 20. minutes.

14. The gold film unprotected by the resist is sputtered away.

This process takes about 2 hours at 1000 W HF. During this

etch some of the silicon dioxide is also removed .

15. The remaining oxide is etched with a standard buffered oxide

etchant (BOE) .

16. The boron-doped silicon in the pattern is then removed to a

depth of 10 to 15 pm, with a mixture of HF and HNO
3 (3:7).

An etching time of 20 to 30 seconds is generally sufficient.

17. To protect the pattern in subsequent processing, the etched

channel is filled with a mixture of AZ-Ill and monochloro-

benzene (3:1). Care must be used in applying this mixture so

that no air bubbles become trapped in the pattern .
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18. The Az- i l l  f i l ler  is dried at 70°C for several hours.

19. The silicon die is now inverted , and the area surrounding the

pattern is masked with an alumina mask. Metal masks seem to

affect the etch rate, and the result is a slower and less uni-

form etching. Areas not easily protected by the alumina mask

can be coated with a layer of AZ-lll , but this layer will prob-

ably need to be renewed several times during the plasma etch-

ing process. The plasma etching uses SF6 gas at a pressure

of 250 microns. The gaseous discharge is sustained with a

voltage of 600 V rms and a power of 75 W. The etch rate de-

creases markedly when the undiffused boron layer is reached ,

and the etching can be observed directly to determine when the

pattern is complete.

20. The Az-ill filler is removed in acetone, followed by a flush

with isopropyl alcohol and hot dry nitrogen.

21. As a final step, gold is deposited on the back side of the

silicon die. This operation has two effects . It coats the

back of the exposed Si02 with a conductive layer to reduce

charging during use in the EPES. Furthermore , with no coating

the tension of the gold on the front side of the mask tends to

curl the thin supporting membrane ; by coating gold on the re-

verse the tension is compensated and the mask curl is reduced.

IV DEVICE FABRICATI ON USING EPES

For the project we designed and fabricated two optica l masks for

transmission mask production . Figure 11 shows the two mask patterns

used for initial mask fabrication tests. These two masks include one

that produces a region of high coupling and one that produces a low cou-

pling region. The masks are designed so that their images can be juxta-

positioned with the EPES rotary mask holder and sample stage.

The high coupling region is sandwiched between two low coupling

regions that serve as inputs and outputs . Approximate theories ~~~‘~~~‘ were

26
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used to establish the critical dimensions of the simple mode waveguides

and coupler region.

When the patterns are reduced twenty times by electron projection ,

the 70 pm wide line should produce a single-mode guide in the diffused

lithium niobate (~n 0.01). The line separation (in the high coupling

region) was calculated to give about 3-dB coupling over the close proxim-

ity region. The smooth areas of the separation region were designed to

yield low loss0 (< 1 dB) and are tapered at 10 degrees to the axis. In

the overlap region, where the two patterns are to be joined , the line

width narrows by 207.. This arrangement compensates for any line broad-

ening effect of having two electron-beam exposures in this region. The

low coupling region was designed to provide :

Nearly zero power exchange between guides

A region where phase-shift electrodes can be formed if a switch
is to be made.

The optical masks, obtained from Bell Industries (Photomask Division ,

1165 Fairoaks Ave., Sunnyvale, CA),  were of reasonably good quality.
However , they suffered small systematic faults that may be attributed to
the manner in which the computer-generated patterns were composed . Spe-

cifically, the discrete digital motion of the light exposure apparatus

produces small steps along regions that should have continuous arcs.

This may be a problem for the highest-quality 10 patterns and would be

difficult to eliminate because the digital stepping is inherent in the

photomask production technique.

Several transmission masks were fabricated in gold on silicon by

using the process discussed in the last section. Both sections of the

10 patterns were fabricated . Figure 12 shows the etching of the coupler

legs on a mask of the high coupling region. Good definition of the wave-

— guide regions was obtained with the mask fabrication procedure . In gen-

eral , the edge smoothness of the transmission masks was less than 1 pm,
giving a theoretical edge roughness in the final pattern (after 20X re-

duction) of less than 500 A.
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FIGURE 12 TRANSMISSION MICROGRAPH OF OBJECT MASK PAUERN

The low coupling pattern was the easier to fabricate because there

was ample material for support between the long cut-out waveguide sec-

tions. However, the high coupling region presented some extra fabrica-

tion problems , because the long support distance (4 mm) between the two

waveguides is only 60 pm wide. A mask was successfully fabricated with

the technique, but, in general, masks of this design are too fragile to

be practical. To overcome the breakage problem , the mask was redesigned

to have only one leg of the coupler (i.e., imagine the pattern in Fig-

ure 11 bisected between the two waveguides). This design completely

eliminates the fragility problem because all portions of the mask are

strongly supported . Two identical waveguides of this type are fabri-

cated and then positioned in the rotary mask holder so that by exposing

each mask in sequence, the entire high coupling region is imaged onto

the sample. Dividing the high coupling region between two masks has the

added advantage that the coupling distance between the two waveguides

can be adjusted when the masks are lined up under the toolmaker ’s micro-

scope. Thus it is possible to change the coupling distance without hay-

ing to produce a new photomask and then fabricate a different transmis-

sion mask. Several of these split high coupling region masks were

produced for use in the EPES.
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During the past year substantial improvements in the electron opti-

cal column, and its convenience of use were made. Three different lens

configurations were tried and line widths of better than 0.5 psi were

obtained . However, the key problem of uniformly illuminating the area

of the transmission mask with electrons was not solved , and the final

alignment tests for juxtapositioning the electron optical patterns for

sequential exposures could not be made. For these reasons it was not

possible to produce actual devices in the EPES system during the term of

the contract.

V DEVICE FABRICATION USING OPTICAL CONTACT LITHOGRAPHY

Using the Qualitron masks and lithium niobate substrates supplied

by NRL , we made four attempts to make devices using optical lithographic

techniques according to the following procedures:

1. The polished surface is cleaned with acetone , alcohol, Transene-

100 (Transene Co., Inc., Rowley , MA) and blown dry with dry N2.

2. Shipley AZ-l350 positive photoresist is spun onto the polished

surface of the crystal at 4000 RPM.

3. Resist is prebaked for 30 minutes at 75°C.

4. The optical channels are delineated using mask QM-31015 with

a 12-second exposure under mercury vapor lamp . The resist is

developed in Shipley AZ developer for 90 seconds and rinsed

thoroughly in water. The resist is allowed to dry overnight

without a postbake.

5. The surface is sputter cleaned in an oxygen glow discharge for

3 minutes.

6. The samp le is rapidly transferred to a vacuum system and pumped

to io 6 
torr. Titanium is evaporated by an electron beam at

1.5 to 2.0 A/minute to a thickness of 175 A. The rate and

total thickness are monitored with a Inficom XTM quartz crystal

monitor.
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7. The resist and its coating of titanium are lifted in acetone

with a very gentle ultrasonic agitation. (Note: if the ultra-

sonic bath is warm due to prior operation , and/or agitation is

violent, the crystal may fracture. Successful lift off was

obtained with a Dynasonic Model G-6 135W ultrasonic unit on

the lowest power setting.)

8. The titanium is indiffused in argon at 1000°c for 5 hours. A

rise time of 2.5 hours is used . The argon is shut of f after

cooling to 950°C and oxygen is admitted for the remainder of

the controlled cool down to 600°C in 2 hours. The crystal is

removed when the furnace has reached room temperature . This

oxidation insures niobate stoichiometry .

9. After a thorough cleaning, a chromium film of 200 A is deposited
on the surface, followed by 2000 1 of gold .

10. Shipley AZ-1350 positive photoresist is spun on at 4000 RPM.

11. The resist is baked for 30 minutes at 75°C.

12. The metal electrode pattern is exposed using mask QM-310l6

and a 12-second exposure to mercury vapor lamp. [Note: The

mask alignment step is most critical. Not only is the pattern

of the optical channels very difficult to see through the gold

film as slight surface irregularity in the underlying surface,

but the dimensions of the crystal (25 mm X 6 mm x 3.5 mm) and
the glass supported photomask are not compatible with conven-

tional mask aligner design. The pattern must be positioned to

micron dimensions, and position adjustments are very difficult

to accomplish without damaging the gold deposit.]

13. The resist is developed with Shipley AZ developer and post-

baked 60 minutes at 100°C.

— 14. The gold is removed in the open areas using a sputter etch

procedure.

15. The resist covering the electrode pattern is removed with

Shipley 1112 remover , leaving the electrode pattern.
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16. Gold leads of 1.5-inch length are bonded to the contact
pads.

The f irst  set of devices successfully passed waveguide fabrication ,
and two parts with eight pairs of optical channels apiece were shipped
in October 1976. These did not have the gold phase shifting electrodes

and were to be used by NRL to test the optical properties of the indif-
fused optical vaveguides.

A second set of devices were fabricated but were rendered unusable

when the lithium niobate substrates developed surface fractures during

the ultrasonic cleaning step (Step 9).

The third set of devices successfully passed all their process steps

but during the optical alignment became scratched to the point of being
unfit for final testing (Step 12).

A fourth set of devices was attempted but in the titanium indiffu-

sion step (Step 8), a cloudiness developed on the lithium niobate sur-

face probably due to furnace contamination. Since this effect would

render the devices useless , the fabrication attempt was abandoned at this
point.

VI ACI~~~ LEDGMENTS

The Principal Investigator and originator of much of the work re-

ported here was E. R. Westerberg who terminated at SRI in February 1977
before completion of the project .  The electron optical studies were

picked up by Dr. T. E.  Thompson , and Mr. J . B. Mooney carried out the

photolithographic fabrication of the devices , both at very short notice .

The project has benefitted from the outstand ing skills of the technicians

involved , namely G. Reich and J.  Hunt. This fina l report was prepared

- • 
by the project supervisor Dr. I. Brodie , drawing heavily on material

previously prepared by Mr. Westerberg .
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